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This particular case resulted in tragic circumstances and highlights the critical nature of observations being
completed as prescribed within an acute mental health setting. It also demonstrates the importance of both
accurate observation and documentation. The complaint was related to the death of a young patient who had
taken his life whilst admitted as a voluntary patient at a Mental Health Inpatient Unit at a hospital. The patient
had presented to the hospital, following three months of worsening depressive symptoms, the development of
suicidal thoughts and had a history of hospitalisation. The consulting psychiatrist had prescribed close
observation due to the high suicide risk. Specifically, the complaint alleged that three nursing staff had not
attended observations at the minute intervals prescribed by the psychiatrist. The morning nurse implemented
an incorrect observation regime throughout the day. Furthermore, it was claimed that the nurses each falsified
medical records to indicate the completion of observations which did not occur. The nurses signed the
observation sheet although they had not completed the observation. The nurses were reprimanded, conditions
were imposed and educative orders made. These were published on the public register. By extension, it also
revealed endemic failures of clinical practice, procedure and culture within the hospital at that time. Practice
points Observations must be conducted as ordered by the consulting practitioner. If you think a differing level
of observation care is appropriate, discuss this with your manager and the consulting practitioner and make a
note in the patient records that this has occurred and the outcome of the consultation. Do not make any
alterations unless the consultant has altered the care plan. If there are concerns about staffing resources
available for carrying out the observations these should be notified in writing and discussed with the
appropriate nursing supervisor. Record sheets must be completed accurately. Do not sign entries you are
uncertain to have been completed. Do not back sign earlier observations that have not occurred. If
observations are missed because of nursing care priorities, ensure you consider the risks and provide an
explanation for the missed observation and record the correct time the next observation was made. If you
notice entries are missing and the level of care is below the standard prescribed, discuss with your manager
immediately. If the patient is asleep and on frequent observations you must continue to conduct the
observations as prescribed and according to protocol. Mental health intensive care, similar to other forms of
intensive care nursing, requires vigilance to protect the safety of patients.
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A practical route was needed to Jervis Bay, the nearest potential port. Work begun after 70 men and
implements were transported to Jervis Bay in the coasting vessel the Isabella. This pass was completed
towards the end of the same month. Accounts stated, that work on the road had progressed to such an extent
that drays laden with wool, would soon be passing daily. No township existed when the announcement was
made of the proposed road between Nerriga and Jervis bay, it became necessary to take steps to lay one out.
Accordingly the Surveyor-General was requested to give necessary instructions for laying out a township at
Jervis Bay. On examination of the land acting Surveyor-General Captain Perry pointed to the south side of
Mooney Mooney Creek, which he considered to be without comparison the most favourable for the laying out
of streets and the construction of wharves. The first township subdivision to be advertised in the Sydney
Newspapers was the subdivision of E. The very place Perry originally selected for a town. Excitement grew
for the towns prospects as newspaper reports were released. The township started to grow. A wool store
owned by Mr. The wharf at South Huskisson is now about being completed, and every facility is offered for
storing and shipping wool from that port. His Excellency the Governor announced that South Huskisson was
permitted to sell wine and fermented liquors but not spirits at places so declared, in quantities not less than two
gallons. One can imagine the noise from the many bullock drays, the bullock bell, the rattle of the billy
hanging from the dray, teams backed up waiting to load their wool onto waiting ships, Hotels bustling with
work hardened, thirsty bullockies, ship captains and their salty crews, the truth stretched yarns, it must have
been an amazing time. The paddle steamer the Sophia Jane was doing monthly trips from Sydney to South
Huskisson, the road to Nerriga was considerably improved and several dray loads of wool weighing lbs. The
dray men all spoke favourably of the road and the facilities it offered to the settlers for moving goods back and
fourth between the Bay and Sydney. The new township faced mounting opposition. Hell bent on keeping the
commerce in Sydney and boost their profits, they lobbied the government to extend the train line from Sydney
to Goulburn. The bubble had burst â€” The extension of the railway was the final straw: The Goulburn Herald
and Chronicle January The wool road had fallen into disrepair and was almost impassable. A few years later
the great hope of Jervis Bay, South Huskisson, had reverted back to the wild bush it had been carved from,
only a few soil mounds and one large Norfolk Pine tree gave any indication that there had once been
something there.
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An example from a Newspaper as a source for Aboriginal Family History: Frank Stewart was the recipient of
the usual Shire address and a presentation from the Bay to honor [sic] him as a returned Australian soldier.
The occasion was rather unique, in as much as the ceremony took place during the interval of a picture show.
The presentation was made by Mr D F Mackay and was received by much acclamation and to the
accompaniment of the indispensable leaf strains of music from the darkies [sic]. The information that Tindale
gathered during these visits was included in his Collection of genealogical information. Ronald Briggs War
records Servicemen Enlistment and Service Records contain great information on your family members can be
obtained for their enlistment records. Copies of war service records are also available to download. The
Australian National Archives have scanned over individual Aboriginal service records from WWI are a great
source for Aboriginal genealogy as many include additional papers. They are available from http: Each
subdistrict is allocated a number or letter and is arranged chronologically within the census district. Many of
the subdistricts include a map and a brief description of the area boundaries; all identify the collector
responsible for the area. The books also list separately how many of the residents are Chinese or Aboriginal.
Additional information may include the type of dwelling. The Collectors books are available on Microfiche at
various repositories, some Family History Groups and Historical societies and author collection. Electoral
Rolls Are always worth checking, results will vary from region to region. Please note that wording in some of
the records can offend Aboriginal people such as: All sources will have their strength and weaknesses for
family history research, depending on location and time period and type of source inline with the information
being sought. The mountains call me back: Chittick, Lee and Fox, Terry. Budawang Aborigines featured in
church records, the author, Milton, The native tribes of south-east Australia, Macmillan, London, Reprinted ,
Aboriginal Studies Press, Canberra. The Aboriginal people of the Monaro. Briggs, Ron and Jackson, Melissa.
Black routes through the library, a guide to Aboriginal family and local history resources relating to NSW.
Coastal Custodians Newsletters also available online Mathews, R. Ethnological notes on the aboriginal tribes
of New South Wales and Victoria.
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John Yeomans resided in Wilberforce and in - and held a spirit license there. Richard died in and was buried in
the Glebe Cemetery. A number of bachelors of Maitland had invited their friends to the occasion. The rooms
had been elegantly arranged with evergreens and flowers and a sumptuous supper was laid out by Mr. Cohen
of the Rose Inn. His planned journey to Paterson was cancelled due to the flooded river so luncheon was
provided for him at the Northumberland the following day also. The Association was established and a code of
laws framed by the ten gentlemen attending the meeting. Carmichael , and Mr. At dawn the steamer is abreast
of Newcastle, a free port, and the head quarters of the coal district. Having landed passengers there, we enter
the river Hunter; and, passing many pretty farms on its banks, land at Morpeth at seven in the morning. On the
banks of this river and of its tributaries are many thriving settlers, who send their produce to Sydney by the
steamers, and these vessels also take down the wool and tallow of the "Liverpool Plains" and" New England"
squatting districts. East and West Maitland form a long straggling town, containing about four thousand
inhabitants, which owes its prosperity chiefly to the traffic carried on through it between the squatting districts
and Sydney. Here, eggs, fried ham, and every thing that is savoury and delicious, are paraded on the
breakfasttable in an almost wasteful extravagance, which speaks the cheapness and plenty of the good things
of this life. Having strengthened and refreshed ourself and our horse, we wend on our way, premising that
those who delight in beer may put the coping-stone on their felicity by indulging in a refreshing draught of
Maitland ale. The road along which we travel is supposed to be traversed, in the course of the year, by 28,
passengers. During the latter portion of the fifties it was under the management of that old identity the late Mr.
Henry Hewitt, alias "the beautiful boy. His last venture in that line was the Royal Hotel at Singleton, which he
took possession of in But like many others, his speculations in brick and mortar left him a poor man. During
the fifties the Northumberland Hotel went under the sign of the old Rose Inn, but subsequently the former sign
was adopted. An article published in the Maitland Mercury in indicates that the premises of the
Northumberland Hotel were used as a Police Barracks at that time.
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